A Selection of Books on or About Charles Darwin, His Contemporaries, His Influences, the Studies of Evolution, Or Heredity


27.  Herschel, John F. W. FAMILIAR LECTURES ON SCIENTIFIC SUBJECTS. London and New York: Alexander Strahan, 1866. Scarce first edition of a book that is still in print. Three-quarter leather with marbled boards, endpapers, and page edges; raised spine bands, with spine panels ornately tooled. Covers worn at spine, which is beginning to split at hinges, but still holding. Bookplate of J. C. Mansel-Pleydell, who was, according to the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, a natural historian and antiquary. $75.


41. Morgan, C. Lloyd. *LIFE, MIND, AND SPIRIT: Being the Second Course of The Gifford Lectures ... 1923 ... on Emergent Evolution*. London: Williams and Norgate, 1926. Name and bookplate, otherwise very good, in tattered and stained dust jacket that is nonetheless complete. $60.


